LRU repair management

Flexible accessories and inventory management solutions for all stages of your engine’s lifecycle
Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) services

• Simplify component management processes, while reducing overall cost of ownership

• One call to access accessory overhaul, repair or replacement capabilities within the GE network

• Options to replace or repair a single accessory – or enjoy peace of mind with comprehensive maintenance programs

Comprehensive support
Backed by the extensive maintenance and supplier network of GE

Turnkey solution
Simplify entry into service – reduce or eliminate capital or overhead costs for IT, logistics, and repair management

Single point of contact
One point of contact. One invoice. One payment – for all engine related LRU

Expertise
Ready to meet the unique needs of operators with large or small fleets

Global operational excellence
Operators enjoy peace of mind with 3,000+ engines currently enrolled in GE’s comprehensive maintenance program

Maintenance management service
You will receive repair services for aircraft controls or accessories that can be removed and replaced during normal day-to-day aircraft operations.

GE manages more than 40 engine LRU s including:

• FADEC
• Heat exchanger (fuel/oil)
• Hydraulic pump
• Starter
• High pressure shutoff valve
• Fuel metering unit
• Main fuel pump
• Lube and scavenge pump
• Sensors

GE covers a variety of additional components on many engine models—such as engine build up, and buyer-furnished equipment.

GE will conveniently manage the repair of the specific component and ship it back to your location. The program offers savings in sourcing and administrative overhead, while ensuring world-class quality, traceability, and turnaround time.

For more information, contact your local sales representative or GE Aviation’s materials business at +1.214.960.3400 or via email: geam.cs@ae.ge.com.